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Abstract
Digital twin (DT) technology has been a topic with academic and industrial cov-
erage in recent years. DTs are intended to be a virtual high-fidelity representation
of a physical counterpart. Its complex nature requires several components to cre-
ate and run a DT, and that is why many DT frameworks have been proposed in
the literature. There are also many surveys of DTs, but none that is bottom-up
with concrete examples and focused on open-source software. This survey ana-
lyzes 14 open-source DT frameworks in 10 different dimensions, which are then
categorized in six different groups according to their modeling and technologi-
cal domain, to present the reader different options for creating and managing DT
applications, and to understand potential combinations, uses, and limitations of
the tools. It also presents a case study with five of the explored DT frameworks,
describing the process on how the DT is set up and comparing their capabilities
based on the services to be provided by the DT. Finally, it discusses advantages
and limitations of the tools according to domain, requirements, and scope, rele-
vant aspects regarding built-in simulations and data analytics, theory-to-practice
transition, and advantages/disadvantages of using open-source software instead
of commercial. Main limitations of the study due to its narrow niche, conclu-
sions, and opportunities for future research regarding the potential room for
improvement in terms of out-of-the-box features and services for DTs, are also
shown.

K E Y W O R D S

cyber-physical system, digital twin, open-source software, software framework

1 INTRODUCTION

Digital twin (DT) is the concept of a digital replica of a physical entity (PE), also called physical twin (PT), that adapts to
it through the PE’s service life. Such a DT will provide opportunities to simulate scenarios that would otherwise be too
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expensive, create models based on data aggregation from PEs in operation, provide a reference for detecting changes, and
so on. The concept originally coined by Grieves,1 has increased attention in both academic and industrial communities,
as shown in Figure 1. The increase in both papers and patents has increased exponentially, except during the period of
Covid-19. The DT concept has been adopted in domains such as aerospace, manufacturing, and civil infrastructure, where
it is crucial to predict failures and continuously refine the ability to do so. In manufacturing, the concept is also used
as a way to capture cross-domain knowledge across product life-cycle stages in order to provide insights, which would
otherwise easily be lost in the individual domains or stages.2

Recent technological advancements, such as high-performance edge computing, high-bandwidth cellular networks
and high-performance streaming and storage facilities are enablers for DT technologies. They allow the DT to be updated
by high-bandwidth, low-latency data, that enables very accurate modeling. The same technological advancements has
also given rise to the concept of internet of things (IoT). This concept has a wider perspective, but share many similarities.

A lot of research is being made to suggest DT concepts, architectures, and application domains. Recently there has
been an explosion of surveys of the DT concept.3–20 Among these, it is worth highlighting Kritzinger et al.,4 where the
term digital shadow (DS) was introduced, and Macchi et al.20 where multiple cases of abuse of the term DT are described.
Common to all these surveys is that they try to cover a wide portion of the state of the art, opting for breadth rather than
depth. Unfortunately, this makes them less suited for practitioners who wish to set up a DT on their premises. Though a
relatively new idea, it also sees consolidation and is now being standardized in the manufacturing domain, through the
ISO-23247 standard21 and the upcoming IEC-63278 standard.

On the tool side, several software DT frameworks are emerging, which were not considered in the above surveys. They
are primarily built around IoT technologies, but typically adapted to a specific domain. There are both, commercial and
open-source DT frameworks, but this survey focuses only on open-source contributions. It is relevant to mention that
the community and the open-source contributions supplied by persons and organizations have driven the DT technology
and its adoption under common foundations.22 The rational of this survey intends to cover the feasibility for small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) to get on board actively in the community of DTs. This way, SMEs with low budget can start
developing in-house DT projects in case they cannot afford a complete commercial DT solution.

In order to perform an in-depth survey of open-source DT frameworks, we selected the case study proposed in Refer-
ence 23 and detailed in Reference 24, that is representative of a cyber-physical system (CPS) for evaluating DT frameworks.
We then collected 14 DT frameworks and analyzed their documentation. From those, we selected five based on their matu-
rity, and conducted our case study with those five DT frameworks, while contacting the corresponding authors to clarify
features. We have selected this case study for its simplicity, minimal background requirements, ability to allow researchers
to perform modeling and simulation at multiple levels of fidelity, and ability to accept multiple variants of DTs.25

With the findings and analyses of this survey we show practitioners a practical guide through different alternatives for
setting up DTs in different domains. Then, the reader can discover which option fits best according to domain, require-
ments, and scope. Advantages and disadvantages are also discussed as well as identified limitations and challenges are
stated.

F I G U R E 1 Google search on digital twin (DT).
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GIL et al. 3

The remainder of this paper is as follows:

1. Section 2 presents the methodology, criteria, and analysis on the explored DT frameworks.
2. Section 3 Presents a bottom-up study of selected candidates and reports how they can be leveraged to implement a

specific DT case.
3. Section 4 discusses the findings, challenges, limitations, and opportunities for improvement in relation to tools and

the theory-to-practice transition for DTs.
4. Section 5 presents a brief state of the art on surveys, reviews, and approaches for DT frameworks and tools.
5. Finally, section 6 presents the main conclusions and future work opportunities.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Methodology

For this bottom-up survey, we selected an appropriate methodology to select, analyze, and explore the DT frameworks
and implement a demonstration for the readers with a simple case study. The proposed methodology implements the
following steps:

1. Collect candidate open-source DT frameworks (further described in section 2.1.1).
2. Discard the frameworks that could not be explored and evaluated because of lack of documentation for installation

and setup.
3. Classify them according to the taxonomy defined in section 2.2. This is described from sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.14 for each

framework respectively.
4. Propose the case study, described in section 3.
5. Exclude the ones that lacked documentation, enough releases, or complete open-source environment or the domain

did not fit to the proposed case study.
6. Implement the DT case study (selected for its simplicity) using the remaining ones, and give a more detailed report of

the experience. This is described from sections 3.1 to 3.5 for each of the selected frameworks respectively.
7. Analyze the capabilities of each of the selected frameworks in relation to how well they suit the requirements of the

proposed case study. This is described in section 3.6.

2.1.1 Candidate collection

For searching and collecting the initial candidates, we used three different channels, namely, (i) Google Search engine, (ii)
GitHub repository and topic explorer, and (iii) Google Scholar. The search included tools up to July 2022. The searching
keywords were associated to Digital Twin, Digital Twin Framework, Digital Twin Platform, Digital Twin Tool, Open-source
Digital Twin Framework, Open-source Digital Twin Platform, and Open-source Digital Twin Tool.

The sample ended with a number of 14 candidates that complied with our filtering criteria. A summary of the filtering
process is shown in Figure 2. The DT frameworks that are analyzed in this survey are shown in Table 1.

Proceeding with the details of the filtering process (and considering the notation Fx of Figure 2), we first filtered the
commercial tools (mostly appearing on Google Search engine) and kept the ones claiming to be an open-source Digital
Twin framework/platform with a valid public repository or webpage (F1). Then, from the results on Google Scholar, we
inspected a total of 47 papers, from which we focused on the papers claiming to have developed or reviewed an open-source
Digital Twin framework/platform with a valid and public repository (F2). Finally, from GitHub explorer we only consid-
ered the repositories claiming to be an open-source Digital Twin framework/platform rather than DT implementations or
complementary tools (F3).

A quick search on GitHub with the topic digital-twin retrieves more than 100 repositories, however, many of them are
DT implementations, undocumented projects, tools that are complementary but not specific to DTs, or the maturity of
the documentation available is not enough to be used.

The general filtering criteria applied to select a final candidate from the pool of candidates were (1) the candidate
claims to be an open-source Digital Twin framework/platform even though in reality it only covers digital models, digital
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4 GIL et al.

F I G U R E 2 Filtering process for the collected candidates.

T A B L E 1 List of analyzed DT frameworks.

Name Author/Organization Link

Eclipse Ditto Eclipse Foundation & Bosch https://www.eclipse.org/ditto/

Equinox Murat Artim https://github.com/muratartim/Equinox

AASX Package Explorer Industrial Digital Twin Association (IDTA) https://github.com/admin-shell-io/aasx-
package-explorer

PYI40AAS RWTH Aachen https://git.rwth-aachen.de/acplt/pyi40aas

SAP I4.0 AAS SAP https://github.com/SAP/i40-aas

Eclipse Basyx Eclipse / Bosch / Fraunhofer Institute https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/
technology.basyx

NOVA AAS NOVA School of Science and Technology
(NOVA University Lisbon)

https://gitlab.com/gidouninova/novaas

CPS-Twinning SBA Research https://github.com/sbaresearch/cps-twinning

Twined Octue Ltd https://github.com/octue/twined

Azure Digital Twins Definition
Language (DTDL)

Microsoft Azure https://github.com/Azure/opendigitaltwins-
dtdl

iTwin.js Bentley Systems, Incorporated https://www.itwinjs.org/

Digital Twin Cities Centre
Platform (DTCC)

Chalmers University of Technology https://gitlab.com/dtcc-platform

TerriaJS (NSW Digital Twin
implementation)

New South Wales State, Australia https://nsw.digitaltwin.terria.io/about.html,
https://github.com/TerriaJS/terriajs

INTO-CPS Co-simulation
Framework

INTO-CPS Association https://into-cps-association.readthedocs.io/
en/latest/
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GIL et al. 5

shadows, or actual digital twins (F4), (2) the candidate has a valid open-source repository or webpage (F5), and (3) the
documentation of the candidate is mature enough to at least install the required packages (F6).

2.2 Criteria to analyze the DT frameworks

The proposed criteria is designed based on inputs collected from analyzing some contributions in the field of DTs,26,27 to
classify whether the tool provides capabilities, such as bi-directional integration, interoperability, integrated intelligence
and analytics, and the community that sustains the tool or framework. Nevertheless, some of the points were abstract
and subjective to grade the tools, and thus, an extension was performed according to common notation of the concept of
DT28–31 and informed essential characteristics for DT experience reports, as shown in Bentley et al.32

Additionally, it is proposed to assign levels of compliance instead of classifying with binary attributes. This way, it
is possible to discretize categorical qualitative variables into numeric ones. Therefore, the levels intend to cover from
non-compliant to fully-compliant. In different words, level 0 means non-compliant or uncovered by the framework, and
level max, where max can have a different number depending on the criterion, means fully-compliant or fully-covered by
the framework. This numeric handling is with the purpose of making the attributes clearer for subsequent comparison
between frameworks.

Some of the criteria are inspired by the ISO 23247:2021–Automation systems and integration–Digital twin framework
for manufacturing.21

Hence, the proposed set of criteria to grade the tools is as follows:

1. Communication. We use the categorization at the level of integration of DTs given by Kritzinger et al.4
a. Level 0 (None)–Digital Model support only.
b. Level 1 (PT2DT)–Digital Shadow support only.
c. Level 2 (DT2PT)–Generator support only.
d. Level 3 (PT2DT2PT)–Full Digital Twin support.

2. Storage. DTs need to store data in various formats, methods, and locations:33

a. The tool supports data storage mechanisms.
3. Support for Analytics. DTs should provide some services in relation to optimization, decision making, task alloca-

tion, and so forth,32,34 where some of these services should come from simulation, analysis, artificial intelligence, or
computation models:33

a. Level 0–No support for analytics.
b. Level 1–application program interface (API) available for deploying analytics.
c. Level 2–Automated analytics performed from metadata. (e.g., identifying an alarm or failure state for a given

variable).
d. Level 3–Learning metadata for given analytics. (i.e., understanding the metadata of models to provide a specific

analysis of the PE, such as a failure state of any variable).
e. Level 4–Learns analytics and all needed metadata. (i.e., understanding the metadata of models to provide an

inferred analysis that is not requested by the user but learned by the DT itself).
4. Compositionality. Composable DTs are essential for their effective reuse and the reuse of its sub-components.34 Build-

ing DTs from composable DTs introduces the term Multiplicity.32,34 If not fully composable, hierarchical aggregation
of DTs35 can still be beneficial:
a. The tool support compositionality of DTs. If two DTs are composed, will the composition behave as a single DT?
b. If composition is not supported, is hierarchical aggregation of DTs and their sub-components feasible?

5. Support for Physical Interventions. Continuous engineering and fault-tolerance is highly relevant in software-based
systems such as DTs.36 Can the tool still be alive and running if the PE enters in an intervention or failure state?:
a. None.
b. Expected.
c. Unexpected.

6. Scalability. Since IoT being one of the core technologies of DTs, it is important to study the scalability of the DTs in
relation to their platforms:37

a. The tools support adding an increasing number of DT instances over time while keeping an efficient computation
performance.
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6 GIL et al.

7. Standardization. The framework, tool, or implementation follows and complies with one or more standards that allow
the interpretation of its components with other tools or entities at different levels.
a. At the communication level–Standard(s) for communication protocols or interfaces.
b. At the metadata level–Standard(s) for data representations or interfaces.
c. At the behavior level–Standard(s) for behavioral or functional modules or interfaces.

8. Steps to Configure/Reproducibility. DTs are usually based on constellations of models, enablers, and usages,32 which
may require the integration of internal or external services and infrastructure, and a proper guidance:
a. The tool describes the steps taken to setup the DT for a given PE. The tool provides a clear guidance from

installation to setup to implementing and running DTs
9. Interoperability. The tool provides interoperable communication interfaces to exchange data at different levels.

According to Reference 38, interoperability is a current challenge of DT engineering:
a. None.
b. Syntactic–The interfaces offer a structured message exchange mechanism or skeleton.
c. Semantic–The interfaces offer a structured message exchange mechanism that can be interpreted under a common

schema.
10. Community Support. The tool is supported by a certain reliability and foundation for the long-term usage:

a. Who is the responsible for the tool development? (Individual, Research group, Company, Association or Industrial
Consortium).

b. Number of releases/commits from its first appearance.
c. Summary of where the documentation is.

2.2.1 Rationale

It is important to highlight that some of the criteria are inspired by the ISO 23247:2021–Automation systems and
integration–Digital twin framework for manufacturing,21 which provides a consensual set of services for DT frameworks
regarding communication, data acquisition, data analysis, simulation, among other features.

This standard was chosen due to it being a pioneer of standards for DT technology that may provide harmonization
within the domain,34 a domain where there are still challenges in relation to standardization,29,38 and it is hopefully
transferable to other fields and domains.

2.3 Comparison of DT frameworks

This subsection presents the outcomes of the analysis of this DT framework comparison where the 14 frameworks were
analyzed systematically according to the criteria proposed above. Tables 2 and 3 present a summary of the analysis of the
frameworks and further details are presented from sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.14, each containing a description and extended
information to the tables.

2.3.1 Eclipse ditto

This framework provides a full set of tools to adapt DT in the context of Industrial IoT. It provides the infrastructure/
cluster for communication and modeling of assets as things, as well as other microservices for connectivity. It is possi-
ble to adapt the system to receive/send data from/to the PE or the DT. It has a well-defined semantics and is intended to
be integrable with other standardized tools through the definition of standard structures for the DTs. It proposes Eclipse
Vorto as the way to define DT structures. Currently, the connectivity can be achieved through the communication proto-
cols advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP), MQ telemetry transport (MQTT), hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP),
WebSockets, and Apache Kafka. The security policies are an advantage compared to the other DT frameworks. It pro-
vides client Software development kit (SDKs) for Java and JavaScript, where the user can integrate the Ditto cluster and
the twins with customized applications. It has a robust documentation and it is supported by the Eclipse foundation. This
framework also offers compatibility with Eclipse Vorto and Eclipse Hono for the connectivity, semantics, and modeling.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:
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GIL et al. 7

T A B L E 2 Comparative analysis for the different DT frameworks (part 1).

Name Communication Storage
Support for
analytics Compositionality

Support for
physical twin
interventions

Eclipse Ditto (2.3.1) PT2DT2PT No-SQL database Level 1 Aggregable features Expected

Equinox (2.3.2) None Files and SQL database Level 1 &
Level 2

None None

AASX Package
Explorer (2.3.3)

PT2DT Files Level 0 Aggregable
submodels

None

PYI40AAS (2.3.4) None Files Level 0 Aggregable
submodels

None

SAP I4.0 AAS (2.3.5) PT2DT2PT SQL database &
No-SQL database

Level 1 Aggregable
submodels

Expected

Eclipse Basyx (2.3.6) PT2DT2PT SQL database, No-SQL
database, &
InMemory

Level 1 Aggregable
submodels

Expected

NOVAAS (2.3.7) PT2DT2PT Files and Internal Level 1 &
Level 2

Aggregable
submodels

Unexpected

CPS-Twinning (2.3.8) None Files Level 0 Theoretically
composable

None

Twined (2.3.9) None Files Level 0 Aggregable features None

Azure DTDL (2.3.10) None Files Level 0 Aggregable features
& composition
via relationships

None

iTwin.js (2.3.11) None or PT2DT iModels & Files Level 1 &
Level 2

Partially
composable

Expected

DTCC (2.3.12) None Files Level 0 None None

TerriaJS (NSW Digital
Twin
implementation)
(2.3.13)

None or PT2DT Files and APIs Level 2 None None

INTO-CPS
Co-simulation
Framework (2.3.14)

PT2DT2PT Files Level 0 Aggregable FMUs None

1. Analyzed version: 2.3.
2. Storage: It provides a No-SQL database (MongoDB) and model-based storage for DT data (at the structure level).
3. Support for analytics: It offers APIs to deal with Things, Features, Policies, Things-Search, Messages, and CloudE-

vents. There is also the option to use the Ditto Protocol.
4. Compositionality: The way of defining the DTs does not allow direct composition of DTs, but the internal features

can be aggregated into a larger DT.
5. Scalability: It is possible to generate several DTs and integrate them at a large-scale.
6. Reproducibility: Easy to install and easy to set up DTs. There are good documentation and examples.
7. Interoperability: Syntactic (by using structured communication formats, such as JSON) and semantic (by following

the Ditto/Hono/Vorto metamodels).
8. Community support: Creator: Association. # of releases: 39 releases have been made from 09-2019 to 02-2022.

Documentation at its own web page.

This framework is considered for the case study implementation.
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8 GIL et al.

T A B L E 3 Comparative analysis for the different DT frameworks (part 2).

Name Scalability Standardization Reproducibility Interoperability Community Support

Eclipse Ditto (2.3.1) Yes None Yes Syntactic &
semantic

Association / 39 releases / Web
page

Equinox (2.3.2) None None No Syntactic Individual / 1 release, 7 commits
/ GitHub repository

AASX Package
Explorer (2.3.3)

None Communication &
Metadata

Yes Syntactic &
semantic

Industrial Consortium / 23
releases / GitHub repository

PYI40AAS (2.3.4) Yes Metadata Yes Syntactic and
semantic

Research Group / 4 releases /
GitLab repository

SAP I4.0 AAS
(2.3.5)

Yes Metadata Yes Syntactic and
semantic

Company / 1 release, 589
commits / GitHub repository

Eclipse Basyx
(2.3.6)

Yes Metadata Yes Syntactic and
semantic

Association / 3 releases / web
page

NOVAAS (2.3.7) Yes Metadata No Syntactic and
semantic

Research group / 1 release, 139
commits / GitLab repository

CPS-Twinning
(2.3.8)

No Metadata &
Behavior

No Syntactic and
semantic

Research group / 3 releases /
GitHub repository

Twined (2.3.9) Yes None Partially Syntactic Company / 30 releases / GitHub
repository and ReadTheDocs

Azure DTDL
(2.3.10)

Yes None Yes Syntactic Company / 2 versions-110
commits / web page

iTwin.js (2.3.11) Partially None Yes Syntactic Company / 36 releases / web page

DTCC (2.3.12) Partially None Partially Syntactic Research group / 1 release, 908
commits / GitLab repository

TerriaJS (NSW
Digital Twin
implementation)
(2.3.13)

Partially None Partially Syntactic Public agency / version 8, 20140
commits / web page

INTO-CPS
Co-simulation
Framework
(2.3.14)

No Behavior Yes Syntactic Association / releases for
different tools / web page and
ReadTheDocs

2.3.2 Equinox

This is mainly designed for airplane/aircraft analysis. It works as a software to analyze and simulate airplane/aircraft fea-
tures and behaviors. Visualization is enabled and integrated parameterized analytics are available. It is more a simulation
software package rather than a DT framework (it can import data and models from different airplanes and do analyses on
those datasets); therefore, it only covers digital models. It seems not to be currently maintained and fails when deploying
the server-side infrastructure locally (which is based on Docker).

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: First release.
2. Communication: the tool runs offline.
3. Storage: It provides files and a SQL database (MySQL) built on Docker to store DT data.
4. Reproducibility: It provides some guidance for installation and setup, but there are no documentation or examples.
5. Community support: Creator: Individual. # of releases: 1 release, 7 commits have been made from 01-2020 to 02-2022.

Documentation at GitHub repository.
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GIL et al. 9

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it is domain specific and the case study
does not fit to it. It also lacks maturity and documentation for the setup.

2.3.3 AASX

Asset Administration Shell (AAS) provides a reference standard and framework for DTs in the industrial context under
the concept of Industry 4.0 or Industrial IoT. The standard was first introduced by Industrie Plattform 4.0, the German
hub for Industry 4.0.39 AAS has multiple independent implementations, including Eclipse BaSyx, PYI40AAS, AASX,
NOVAAS, and SAP I4.0 AAS. The core of the AAS specification40 is an information meta model to describe assets, such as
machines, their components, capabilities and relations. It uses a structure of assets, submodels and properties, also know
as submodel elements. The properties uses definitions from external repositories, such as ECLASS* and IEC CCD.† This
use of well-defined semantics easens data exchange and provides a basis for automated reasoning.

In the case of AASX, this software provides a graphical user interface (GUI) client to manage AAS objects either
AASX, JSON, or XML. It also provides connectivity through HTTP, MQTT, and OPC UA. Although the assets can be
connected to a network, it is not able to manage dynamic assets natively, therefore, only works for AAS type 1. The
interface is user-friendly and easy to deploy. It provides some examples to work with and for the users to learn and get
used to it.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: v2021-08-18.
2. Storage: It provides files as storage mechanism for DT data (.aasx, .json, .xml).
3. Compositionality: Multiple submodels can be aggregated into a larger DT, but composition of DTs (assets) is not

supported.
4. Scalability: None–this tool can run just one asset at a time with no chances of running several DT instances.
5. Standardization: OPC UA at communication level and AAS implementation at the metadata level.
6. Reproducibility: It provides reproducibility through documentation, demos, and examples.
7. Community support: Creator: Industrial Consortium. # of releases: 23 releases have been made from 08/2020 to

02/2022. Documentation at GitHub repository.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because of it being a GUI, it has limitations
regarding the administration of the DTs.

2.3.4 PYI40AAS

This SDK provides a Python module implementation for some features of the AAS standard. It contains the same mod-
ules as Eclipse BaSyx Python SDK. It also allows the creation, reading, modification, validation, and conversion of format
of AAS packages (AASX, JSON, XML). It only works with static assets or files (AAS type 1).The module has basic doc-
umentation and five examples. It provides an easy way to create Assets and submodels from Python. It also provides a
backend feature that allows the connection to databases to store, read, and update objects. It has a basic connection to
AAS API clients through an AAS provider, but it cannot be binded to any AAS infrastructure services.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: 0.2.2.
2. Storage: It provides files as storage mechanism for DT data (.aasx, .json, .xml).
3. Compositionality: Multiple submodels can be aggregated into a larger DT, but composition of DTs (assets) is not

supported.
4. Standardization: AAS implementation at the metadata level.
5. Reproducibility: It provides some documentation and examples. Easy to install and set up the DTs.

*https://www.eclass.eu/.
†https://cdd.iec.ch/.
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10 GIL et al.

6. Community support: Creator: Research Group. # of releases: 4 releases have been made from 05/2020 to 02/2022.
Documentation at GitLab repository.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation since it does not provide a back-end to run it, but
the AAS assets can be easily generated with it.

2.3.5 SAP I4.0 AAS

This implementation is primarily implemented in Typescript and distributed in Docker containers. To get started, there
are examples of how to create new Skills. Skills are analytics, that can access data from the RabbitMQ broker and the
MongoDB database. There are several endpoints for registering assets and requesting information. These all comply with
the RAMI 4.0 specification. The framework provides REST and GRPC ingress- and egress-endpoints for live data from/to
physical assets. The asset registry adheres closely to the RAMI specification and supports the structure and semantics of
the specification.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: 25-08-2021.
2. Storage: It provides an SQL database (PostgresSQL) for registering assets and a No-SQL database (MongoDB) for

storing events and data. It has an adapter registry that allows additional storage adapters.
3. Support for analytics: It provides APIs and analytics can be built using Node Red, but must be implemented

manually.
4. Compositionality: Multiple submodels can be aggregated into a larger DT, but composition of DTs (assets) is not

supported.
5. Scalability: It uses a micro-service architecture on Docker with a RabbitMQ broker for asset data exchange and

databases for storage. Also supports for new interface adapters.
6. Standardization: AAS implementation at the metadata level.
7. Reproducibility: It provides reproducibility through documentation and examples.
8. Community support: Creator: Company. # of releases: 1 release in development mode, 589 commits have been made

from 11/2019 to 09/2021. Documentation at GitHub repository.

This framework is considered for the case study implementation.

2.3.6 Eclipse Basyx

This software provides a Java/.NET implementation of the AAS standard. It provides infrastructure for AAS Server and
Registry Server (both as services), either deployed as Docker containers or as JAR executables. It supports creation, read-
ing, integration, modification, update, and deletion of AAS objects, submodels, and submodel elements. It also supports
AAS types 1, 2, and 3. The implementation is designed as an SDK with multiple functionalities. The integration allows
different networks and protocols that need to be coded and orchestrated through the virtual automation bus (VAB). This
mechanism offers a common semantics to work with AAS elements. Currently, it supports the protocols TCP, HTTP/REST
(APIs), and MQTT; the OPC UA implementation is in progress. Other protocols can be integrated through Java or C# inde-
pendently. A secure HTTP connection can be configured. The assets can embed interfaces to invoke operation through
HTTP/REST and the VAB, although it can undergo some synchronization problems. It also offers extended services that
require external/third-party software, such as device integration, network to network integration with gateways, integra-
tion with plant strategy and optimization services, process control, and monitoring. Among the possibilities, there are
Graphana and Node-red. It has a robust documentation, several basic and advanced examples, and the support of Eclipse.
It also provides some limited SDKs for Python, C++, and RUST.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: basyx-sdk-1.0.1, BaSyx AAS Server 1.0.1, BaSyx Registry Server 1.0.3.
2. Storage: It provides a SQL database (PostgresSQL) for registering assets and a No-SQL database (MongoDB) for storing

events and data. InMemory option is also available.
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GIL et al. 11

3. Support for analytics: It provides APIs and additional analytics can be developed using Java or C# code manually.
4. Compositionality: Multiple submodels can be aggregated into a larger DT, but composition of DTs (assets) is not

supported.
5. Scalability: It provides the infrastructure to run several DTs at the same time and a micro-service architecture on

Docker or on JAR executables.
6. Standardization: AAS implementation at the metadata level.
7. Reproducibility: It provides reproducibility through documentation, demos, and examples.
8. Community support: Creator: Association. # of releases: 3 releases have been made from 01/2021 to 02/2022.

Documentation at its own web page.

This framework is considered for the case study implementation.

2.3.7 NOVAAS

This software offers a complete and fully integrated nore-red-based implementation for AAS deployed using Docker con-
tainers. It has integrated connectivity of assets, communication, and dashboard. Within the platform, it is possible to
subscribe/unsubscribe to/from topics for communication purposes. It supports static and dynamic environments. It also
allows to track the status of the variables of interest. It has an embedded dashboard to create and update graphs and alarms
in runtime. It offers a fully integrated implementation that is easy to install and easy to use, but in-detail documentation
to work with this tool is not provided.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: 2.4.
2. Storage: It provides files as storage mechanism for DT data and integrated SQL storage for events and in-platform

settings.
3. Support for analytics: It provides APIs and integrated in-platform analytics, additionally, it runs upon Node-red,

making this tool modular to set extended analytics manually.
4. Compositionality: Multiple submodels can be aggregated into a larger DT, but composition of DTs (assets) is not

supported.
5. Scalability: It provides a micro-service architecture on Docker and infrastructure to run several DTs at the same time.
6. Standardization: AAS implementation at the metadata level.
7. Reproducibility: It provides some guidance for installation and setup, but there are no documentation or examples.
8. Community support: Creator: Research group. # of releases: 1 release, 139 commits have been made from 12/2020

to 02/2022. Documentation at GitLab repository.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it lacks documentation to extend the
examples or create diverse scenarios.

2.3.8 CPS-twinning

It has the main purpose of creating state replication for PEs into DTs in simulated networks based on AutomationML
(AML) documents. The documentation is poor and the current version is not going to have any update. It works currently
on Python2. There will be a new open-source version. The second version is expected to have these features (described
by the author): “The idea is to have a modular architecture that consists of an engine that delegates commands to plugins
that implement the DTs. We will provide a few plugins out-of-the-box, such as QEMU/KVM via libvirt, LXC via libvirt,
4diac (FORTE), and FMU/FMI to attach physical simulations.”

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: CPS-Twinning 0.0.1, CPS-state-replication 0.0.1.
2. Storage: It manages the DT from AML files.
3. Compositionality: Theoretically, two different DTs represented by AML files can be composed into one larger DT.
4. Standardization: Implements AML at the metadata and behavioral levels.
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12 GIL et al.

5. Interoperability: The models use XML format and AML metadata.
6. Reproducibility: It provides some guidance through the installation and setup, but there are no documentation or

examples.
7. Community support: Creator: Research group. # of releases: 3 releases have been made from 01/2018 to 02/2022.

Documentation at GitHub repository.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it is not yet a stable and mature tool.

2.3.9 Twined

This is a general-purpose DT definition language framework (not especially designed for industry). It was developed by
the private company Octue, but it is open-source. The DTs are launched from JSON files with a specific schema provided
by the Twined framework, consisting of: Configuration Values, Configuration Manifest, Input Values, Input Manifest,
Output Values, Output Manifest, Credentials, Children (other DTs), and Monitors. The frameworks offers the creation and
validation of DTs that are static and require a back-end to work in dynamic environments. The back-end is not explained
or specified regarding its requirements. So, it is difficult to check the functionality of the framework. The documentation
is maintained by Octue and so the back-end to run the DTs. Any other back-end that understands the schema could work
with the definition of the DTs in this framework.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: 0.1.2.
2. Communication: None (if back-end is not considered). PT2DT2PT if back-end is considered.
3. Storage: The DTs are stored as JSON files.
4. Support for analytics: The limited open-source part of the framework does not provide APIs or connectivity services.
5. Compositionality: The way of defining the DTs does not allow direct composition of DTs, but the internal features

can be aggregated into a larger DT.
6. Reproducibility: It provides some guidance to create and validate DTs. No information is given regarding the

integration with the platform.
7. Interoperability: It is achieved thanks to JSON structures with a common schema.
8. Community support: Creator: Company. # of releases: 30 releases have been made from 09/2019 to 02/2022.

Documentation at GitHub repository and ReadTheDocs.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it does not allow you to run the whole
DT framework for free.

2.3.10 Azure digital twins definition language

This is a general-purpose DT definition language framework (not especially designed for industry). It was developed by
the private company Microsoft, but it is open-source. The framework provides a schema to create DTs under a com-
mon definition through JSON-LD files, and can be easily integrated with RDF. The schema for the fields, also called
interfaces, consists of: Identifier, Type, Context, Comment, Contents (with inner embeddable schemas–Telemetry, Property,
Command, Relationship, Component), Description, DisplayName, Extends (for inherited interfaces), and Schemas (for
reusable schemas). The frameworks offers the creation of DTs that are static and require a back-end to work in dynamic
environments. The available back-end is Microsoft Azure, which is not open-source nor free-to-use. Any other back-end
that understands the schema could work with the definition of the DTs in this framework. It also has known feasible
integrations with third-party software, such as its integration with iTwin.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: v2.
2. Communication: None (if back-end is not considered). PT2DT2PT if back-end is considered.
3. Storage: The DTs are stored as JSON files.
4. Support for analytics: The limited open-source part of the framework does not provide APIs or connectivity services.
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GIL et al. 13

5. Compositionality: The way of defining the DTs does not allow direct composition of DTs, but the internal features can
be aggregated into a larger DT. Additionally, the framework provides relationships, where properties like isComposedOf
can be implemented at the syntactic level.

6. Reproducibility: It provides reproducibility through documentation and examples.
7. Interoperability: It is achieved thanks to JSON structures with a common schema.
8. Community support: Creator: Company. # of releases: 2 versions, 110 commits have been made from 05/2019 to

02/2022. Documentation at its own web page.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it does not allow you to run the whole
DT framework for free.

2.3.11 iTwin.js

This framework provides a set of tools for DT in the infrastructure industry. It was developed by the private company Bent-
ley Systems, but it is open-source. It is required to use an iModel, which is a composed 2D or 3D model with additional
integrated information, as the base to create and run a DT. Supported files extensions can be generated on commercial soft-
ware for infrastructure and CAD modeling, especially by using the company’s software packages. There is also the option
to create models, objects, and shapes using the iTwin nodejs module and the iTwin Sandbox. Documentation and support
are highly available. The deployments use meta-information of the models in the cloud, which can be deployed locally or
remotely. The machine running the applications requires certain graphical capabilities to display the visualizations. The
framework does not provide an explicit way to integrate real-time data, as this framework is targeted to infrastructure
industry, but DT data can be stored locally for further integration at the communication level and a complete DT can be
obtained by extra coding.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: 3.0.0.
2. Connectivity: None by default. PT2DT or even PT2DT2PT can be obtained by writing extra code or using third-party

integrations.
3. Storage: DTs are stored as iModels on the cloud and there is the option to store DT data in files.
4. Support for analytics: APIs and integrated analytics can be enabled in-platform.
5. Compositionality: Two DTs can be composed to create a new one, but the two objects need to be modeled in one file

separately (reusing the models of the individual DTs).
6. Scalability: The framework is very computing-demanding, so it can fail with a limited amount of twins.
7. Reproducibility: It provides reproducibility through documentation and examples. It is easy to set up the tool, while

it can be difficult to set up the models for nontechnical people related to infrastructure engineering.
8. Interoperability: It is achieved thanks to standard API connectivity.
9. Community support: Creator: Company. # of releases: 36 releases have been made until 02/2022. Documentation at

its own web page.

This framework is considered for the case study implementation.

2.3.12 Digital twin cities centre platform

This is a DT Platform for Smart Cities and city management. The development of the platform is still in process but is
already functional. It provides a set of tools for data processing, modeling, and simulation of city models. It also provides
visualization through their web browser viewer (https://view.dtcc.chalmers.se) or using external software (ParaView),‡
which enables the recreation of the outputs generated by DTCC. It provides Docker images to run the framework. The
tools are managed using a terminal. There is no GUI to interact with the tool yet. Documentation is still poor and only
provides information for installation and setting up of the demos. No additional information for customized applications.

‡https://www.paraview.org/.
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14 GIL et al.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: beta version.
2. Storage: The models are stored as JSON and VTS files.
3. Compositionality: The way of defining the DTs does not allow merged entities.
4. Scalability: The framework is very computing-demanding, so it can fail with a limited amount of twins.
5. Reproducibility: It provides some guidance for installation, demos, and setup, but there are no documentation or

examples on how to use.
6. Interoperability: It is achieved by JSON structures with a common schema.
7. Community support: Creator: Research group. # of releases: Beta version, 908 commits have been made from 02/2019

to 03/2022. Documentation at GitLab repository.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it is domain specific and the case study
does not fit to it.

2.3.13 Terria JS (NSW digital twin implementation)

It is a DT framework, whose foundation is to provide geospatial data management for building web-based catalog explor-
ers. TerriaJS, the core of the tool, is open-source§ and developed by New South Wales (NSW) state, Australia. The
components mostly behave as Digital Models or Digital Shadows depending on how the data is integrated into the plat-
form. It provides a tool to manage geographical, environment, and infrastructure information, including visualization and
interrogation. This platform and data sources are mainly designed for NSW state, but it can be extended to other areas. The
NSW DT implementation provides an open framework of geospatial data services that supports commercial and commu-
nity innovation. The data sources are supplied by public and government agencies. It is not highly customizable unless
developing almost everything from scratch. It offers a web client to interact with the map and see some features while
adding data layers on the map with stored available datasets. There is also the option to run TerriaJS with a customized
deployment instead of the web client.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: 8.
2. Connectivity: None (offline through stored files) or PT2DT (online if the resource is provided via APIs).
3. Storage: It obtains data from open data sources and APIs. Own sources can also be used.
4. Compositionality: The way of defining the DTs does not allow merged entities.
5. Scalability: The framework is very computing-demanding, so it can fail with a limited amount of twins. Although it

supports several layers on the same map. It runs on a cloud server, so it should have some limitations to avoid Denial
of Service. If deployed locally, the capacity would depend on hardware capabilities.

6. Interoperability: It is achieved thanks to standard geospatial data formats.
7. Reproducibility: The platform provides some documentation and tutorials. TerriaJS provides vast documentation.
8. Community support: Creator: Public agency. # of releases: TerriaJS version 8, 20140 commits have been made from

02/2019 to 03/2022. Documentation at its own web page.

This framework is not considered for the case study implementation because it is domain specific and the case study
does not fit to it.

2.3.14 INTO-CPS co-simulation framework

Analyzed version: It is a co-simulation framework presented by Thule et al.41 (we refer the reader interested in an intro-
duction to co-simulation to the work of Gomes et al.42), which allows users to download and use other modeling and

§https://github.com/TerriaJS/terriajs.
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GIL et al. 15

simulation tools. It allows the integration of digital and physical counterparts with continuous time or discrete-event
models. It works upon functional mock-up units (FMUs) under the functional mock-up interface (FMI) standard.43 It
is mainly designed for PT2DT communication (unidirectional), but it is possible to achieve PT2DT2PT communication
through the RabbitMQ FMU44 which facilitates sending messages from the PT to the DT. The user still has to implement
the method to send messages to RabbitMQ. Simulation results can be stored in a csv file, or streamed to some other place,
but the user still needs to code this functionality. This tool, being a framework working with FMU blocks and thus, inte-
grating a wide range of different models, offers a different perspective of DT from the co-simulation environment. It has
strengths regarding the inclusion of more modeling methods and high-fidelity physical models.

Complementary information for Tables 2 and 3 of this framework are:

1. Analyzed version: INTO-CPS Application 4.0.5 (to setup co-simulation scenarios), Maestro 2.2.0 (to run
co-simulations scenarios), UniFMU 0.0.7 (to export FMUs) and RabbitMQ FMU 2.1.3 (to stream data to from
co-simulation using RabbitMQ).

2. Storage: None by default, storage in files can be achieved by writing extra code.
3. Compositionality: Multiple FMUs featuring multiple DTs can be aggregated into a larger DT. Additionally, there is

a tool to join two FMUs into one, which can be used for composed DTs.45

4. Standardization: FMI at the behavior level.
5. Reproducibility: It provides reproducibility through documentation and examples.
6. Interoperability: It is achieved thanks to the FMI standard.
7. Community support: Creator: Association. # of releases: Not applicable because it is composed of different tools.

Documentation at its own web page and ReadTheDocs.

This framework is considered for the case study implementation.

2.4 Categorization of DT frameworks

From the analysis, we could identify similar patterns of the tools regardless of their maturity or features. Therefore, the
tools were grouped according to their modeling and technological domain. They were categorized in six different groups,
namely:

1. Structured data DT framework: This category is represented by frameworks that provide a common data structure
to model DTs and the infrastructure to manage them along with structured interfaces. It is inspired from IoT-based
frameworks providing bi-directional communication, like the so-called DT platforms.46 From the theoretical definition
of DT, this category focuses on fulfilling the bi-directional communication criterion, and it has strengths in terms
of data modeling, synchronization between DT and PT, and security in the channels. On the downside, it does not
focus sufficiently on simulation models, data analysis, and having the DT to fulfill a particular business goal. Its main
strength is the use of metamodels and infrastructure for the deployment of DTs. This category includes Eclipse Ditto
and the different AAS implementations (Eclipse BaSyx, SAP I4.0 AAS, NOVAAS, PYI40AAS, and AASX Package
Explorer).

2. Domain specific DT framework: This category comprises the frameworks that provide a very specific and narrow
domain to work with DTs. Its name is given due to the framework being able to provide solutions for a particular
domain, that is, it is not extendable to other domains. From the theoretical definition of DTs, this category should be
able to provide a more integrated and complete set of services to fulfill all the criteria of DTs for a certain domain. On
the downside, in terms of tooling, the tools are not generalizable and extensible to other domains, and perhaps less
reusable. Its main strength is the provision of specialized tools and methods for a certain domain. Equinox, which is
focused only on aerospace and aeronautics, was the only one allocated to this category.

3. Language specification DT framework: This category is represented by frameworks that provide a language spec-
ification for DTs using a common data structure, but not necessarily the infrastructure to manage them along with
structured interfaces. It is inspired from specification languages under a common metamodel to provide the so-called
meta-level DTs.47 From the theoretical definition of DTs, this category describes the core structure for DTs in IoT-based
DT platforms, and if integrated with them, provides the interfaces for enabling bi-directional communication seam-
lessly. On the downside, these frameworks mainly focus on the data models or schemas rather than on the simulation
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16 GIL et al.

and behavioral aspects of DTs. Its main strength is the definition of a common language for modeling DTs with
state-of-the-art technology. DTDL and Twined were categorized in this category.

4. Geospatial data DT framework: This category is represented by frameworks that provide a foundation for geospa-
tial data management. It is inspired from the enabling technologies and tools for geospatial data management48 for
the specific niche of geospatial applications for cities and countries. From the theoretical definition of DTs, this cate-
gory is the most distant to fulfill all the criteria to achieve functional DTs; however, it provides a set of tools that are
interesting for the niche of geospatial DTs, which may be worth exploring for DT applications in, for instance, smart
cities, integrated transportation, and weather analysis. Its main strenght is the management of DT above a geospatial
information layer. DTCC and TerriaJS were categorized in this group.

5. 3D-based and infrastructure-oriented DT framework: This category is represented by frameworks that provide
features to work with 3D objects and infrastructure along with the visualization engine required for it. It is inspired
from the enabling technologies and tools for geometric modeling,49 such as 3D modeling software and Building Infor-
mation Modeling software. From the theoretical definition of DTs, this category is strong in relation to integrating
physical features and constraints based on geometric modeling and its interaction with the environment, and provid-
ing visualization for human interpretability and interaction. On the downside, the interfaces to achieve bi-directional
communication may not be trivial and some features that do not require visualization or physics analysis may be
non-viable to be integrated in this category. Its main strength is the provision of visualizations and 3D representations.
iTwin was the only one allocated to this category.

6. Co-simulation and model-based DT framework: This category is represented by frameworks that provide model-
ing and simulation features as part of the core of the solution. It is inspired from the enabling technologies and tools
for behavioral modeling.49 From the theoretical definition of DTs, this category is strong in terms of providing DTs sup-
ported by behavioral models, also integrated synchronously with their PE; therefore, it enables having DTs that fulfill a
particular business goal, for example, using what-if scenarios. On the downside, the interfaces to achieve bi-directional
communication may not be trivial to implement and there is no clear boundary from one DT to another in composed
DTs due to the them not being encapsulated in object artefacts. Its main strength is the inclusion of behavioral models
and simulations for DTs. INTO-CPS and CPS-Twinning were allocated to this category.

Once the categories were created, some analyses were performed to show the readers a summary of the different
attributes of the tools graphically. As the criteria were mostly categorical, some of the categories that could be dis-
cretized into levels were considered for the following charts. The values for the categories were assigned from zero to
two, representing uncovered up to highest rank/complied. In the case of the support for analytics dimension, the high-
est rank means level 2, because this was the maximum reached level in the survey. Figure 3 shows a set of spider
diagrams for the structured data DT framework group. Figure 4 shows the same information for the domain specific
DT framework group, the language specification DT framework group, the geospatial data DT framework group, the
3D-based and infrastructured-oriented DT framework group, and, the Co-simulation and Model-based DT framework
group respectively.

Besides, considering that a DT engineering process may require more than one tool or framework to accomplish its
purpose, that is, it requires a DT constellation32 made of models and data, enablers/tools, and usages/services, we also
identified potential combination opportunities for the tools, where they can either be integrated with or be complementary
to each other in order to achieve such a goal. This proposition is based on the authors’ perspective and focuses only on
the 14 surveyed frameworks and does not consider integrations with external tools. However, this does not mean that
these 14 tools are sufficient to accomplish a DT constellation, and that DTs cannot or should not be integrated with other
complementary tools, which is most likely the case, due to some other tools may be necessary for the completion of
the DT and its constellation. Hence, the reader is encouraged to explore the integration with external tools that may be
complementary.

Figure 5 presents an overview of how the tools can be combined for a common sake. Starting from left to right, AAS
implementations can be integrated with and are also complementary to CPS-Twinning and vice versa since both are
designed for the industrial domain and share some core foundations; both are targeted to cover automation engineering
models with a IEC-based standard data structures. CPS-Twinning and INTO-CPS share some properties in common,
such as the fact of being model-based frameworks, and both consider using the FMU blocks. INTO-CPS and Ditto can
be integrated together, where Ditto provides more advanced connectivity interfaces to INTO-CPS, whereas INTO-CPS
provides more advanced simulations and models. DTCC and TerriaJS are both geospational frameworks and their models
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GIL et al. 17

F I G U R E 3 Comparison between the frameworks in the Structured data DT framework category.

can be or become compatible to a certain extent. They can also be integrated with Ditto at the connectivity layer to provide
more options regarding data models and communication interfaces.

Similarly, Ditto and iTwin can be integrated together, where iTwin provides the 3D and visualization features. iTwin
can be integrated with the Microsoft Azure platform and its DTDL language. There are use cases about the integration
of iTwin with Azure that can boost the learning process of this potential combination. Both DTDL and Twined provide a
specification language and their models can become compatible to a certain extent to migrate from one environment to
another. Equinox, on the other hand, did not get any match to be combined with other tools because of its narrow domain
and lack of documentation.

3 CASE STUDY—INCUBATOR

In this section, in order to explore some of the capabilities and features of some of the tools and give the readers a notion
of how these frameworks can be implemented for a particular use case, we present implementations using the Incubator
case study, introduced in Reference 24, as a simple DT scenario of a heating/cooling system.

The system used in this work is the thermal incubator system that was originally proposed as a case study for DT
engineering. An overview of the incubator is shown in Figure 6.
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18 GIL et al.

F I G U R E 4 Comparison between frameworks in the categories domain specific, language specification, geospatial data, 3D-based and
infrastructure-oriented, and co-simulation and model-based DT frameworks.

F I G U R E 5 Network graph for potential combinations of the tools.
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GIL et al. 19

F I G U R E 6 Left is the schematic overview of the incubator and right is the real incubator system. Adapted from Reference 24.

The incubator system is composed of a styrofoam box, a fan, three temperature sensors, a heating device called a
heatbed, and a controller. The controller can set the fan and the heatbed to be turned on or off. The fan is always on when
the incubator is turned on, while the heatbed can be switched on or off by the controller. For more details, we refer the
reader to the technical report24 and the online documentation.¶

3.1 SAP I4.0 AAS

SAP’s open-source implementation of the RAMI specification provides REST interfaces to register and interact with assets.
As it follows the RAMI specification like Eclipse BaSyx, the configuration of assets, submodels, and submodel elements
is similar to the one shown in Figure 7. When a storage adapter, such as PostgresSQL adapter, has been registered in the
Adapter Registry, then submodels can be assigned to this. The content of the submodel is then sent as JSON to the Data
Manager. Skills, such as detecting a temperature anomaly, interact with Ingress- and Egress services by means of an AMQT
broker. AMQP queues are created and named in the Skills, and routing to/from Egress-/Ingress services is managed by
a routing key based on semantic protocol, receiver role, name, and type. The semantic protocol is registered in the Data
Manager. SAP provides an Onboarding Skill, written in Typescript, that uses xstate to create a state machine that reacts on
data from the AMQP broker. This skill can easily be adapted to provide temperature anomily detecting and be deployed as
a new micro service. The source code for the SAP framework can be downloaded from github (SAP/i40-aas) and prebuilt
containers can be downloaded from dockerhub (sapi40).

The reader is encouraged to visit the available demo at.#

3.2 Eclipse BaSyx

When working with Eclipse BaSyx, the approach is under the AAS concept, and so, mostly oriented to the manufactur-
ing industry context. AAS and BaSyx provide the basic structure to model any system within the components of AAS,
asset, submodel, and submodel elements. In this case, the incubator, can be represented by: the Incubator AAS, the shell
that contains the Incubator Asset, which at the same time can be represented by just one submodel, the Incubator Opera-
tional Data Submodel, which includes different submodels elements, such as Temperature, which is a Property represents
the current temperature of the incubator; Heatbed activation and Heatbed deactivation, which are Operations that acti-
vate/deactivate the physical heatbed of the incubator; and Fan activation and Fan deactivation, which are Operations that
activate/deactivate the physical fan of the incubator. Figure 7 is also applicable for this implementation. The operations
can also be represented by a Heating operation, which activates the heatbed and deactivates the fan, and the Cooling

¶https://github.com/INTO-CPS-Association/example-incubator.
#https://gitlab.au.dk/au698550/dtframeworksurvey_publiccasestudy/-/tree/master/Sap-i40-aas.
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F I G U R E 7 Incubator represented in AAS.

operation, which activates the fan and deactivates the heatbed. Other static parameters of the incubator can be added to
the Incubator Technical Data Submodel, but they are not detailed in this example. The information of the asset and its
component are available at the registry and the AAS servers and accessible through APIs. Both servers are run from the
JAR files, but there is also the option to run them from Docker containers (Using the JAR files enables some personal-
ization on the way of accessing the data in the machine). The operations are mounted on the VAB, where they can be
executed via a remote call. The DT of the incubator is bound to the PT through RabbitMQ for PT to DT data and for DT
to PT commands using the provided Client SDK. The development required manual coding for the PT to DT interfacing
and setting up a controller/analytics service to set the desired temperature within a range of degrees.

The reader is encouraged to visit the available demo at.||

3.3 Eclipse ditto

The implementation with Ditto works similar to the implementation to Eclipse BaSyx with a different semantics. Ditto
provides the infrastructure and servers where the Things and their properties are stored and available. In this case, the
incubator is represented by the Thing Incubator, that has some properties, such as the creator, and the features Tempera-
ture, which contains the properties value of the temperature and the units Celsius and the Desired property value, which
is the desired temperature of the system; Fan, which contains the properties automatic mode and state of the output; and
Heatbed, which also contains the properties for automatic mode and state of the output. The Thing and the Features can
be accessed through the provided API or any of the channels of the Ditto protocol. The controller/analytics services are
also deployed through the client SDK. The development required manual coding for the PT to DT interfacing and setting
up specific tasks. This implementation used the available Docker containers for the setup of the infrastructure. Figure 8
shows the implementation of the incubator with Eclipse Ditto. It requires the Thing to be modeled, such as in the diagram,
and then interpreted as a JSON file to be stored in the infrastructure. Once the Thing is up and running, the different
attributes and features can be accessed from the different communication mechanisms available in Ditto for reading and
writing.

The reader is encouraged to visit the available demo at.**

3.4 iTwin

iTwin uses TypeScript can be integrated to external IoT sources through APIs. As this framework is mainly oriented to
3D-based DTs, the 3D object becomes mandatory. It the case of the incubator, it is a box with some equipment inside.

||https://gitlab.au.dk/au698550/dtframeworksurvey_publiccasestudy/-/tree/master/BaSyx.
**https://gitlab.au.dk/au698550/dtframeworksurvey_publiccasestudy/-/tree/master/Ditto.
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F I G U R E 8 Incubator implementation on eclipse ditto.

F I G U R E 9 Incubator implementation on iTwin.

For this basic implementation, the incubator was set up as a box created with the iTwin Geometry-core toolbox. It was
not required to set up the incubator as an iModel (but for complex models it is recommended). The incubator on iTwin
also includes a method to update the color of the box based on the obtained temperature within a heatmap color range
(blue to red) and a marker to show the temperature of the PT. The incubator setup is presented in Figure 9. Additional
components, such as toggle buttons, toolbars, controllers, and so forth, can be used for activating/deactivating the outputs
of the incubator, but they were not considered for this example. The integration between the twins was achieved through
a set of steps, since the iTwin app runs on the browser (client-side because it is based on ReactJS), it cannot establish a
direct server-side communication method, such as RabbitMQ. Then, an additional layer using WebSockets was required
to bind the RabbitMQ messages to the iTwin implementation.

Certainly, iTwin offers interesting 3D visualization options for DT application, but naturally, it requires more lines of
code and time to set up than a simple non-visual abstract setup.

The reader is encouraged to visit the available demo online.††

††https://gitlab.au.dk/au698550/dtframeworksurvey_publiccasestudy/-/tree/master/iTwin.
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F I G U R E 10 Co-simulation scenario for the incubator case study.

3.5 INTO-CPS co-simulation framework FMI based toolbox

This framework leverages the FMI standard as the communication medium between the different DTs services. Because
the FMI standard was created to enable time-stepped simulation of CPSs, it is expected that every DT service communi-
cates with its neighbors continuously. This time-based communication paradigm is different in other frameworks, where
services are expected to communicate when they are triggered (following an event-based paradigm). On the other hand, it
makes reasoning about the DT easier, as the connections between services are determined statically and can be illustrated
in a diagram, as presented in Figure 10.

This shows the different DT services, implemented as FMUs, and how they are connected. As can be seen, the Con-
troller exchanges messages with the RabbitMQ FMU, who converts those messages into piece-wise constant signals that
are exchanged in the co-simulation. Maestro2 is the tool that coordinates the co-simulation. When an anomaly is detected,
the supervisor FMU changes one of its outputs (each output of the supervisor represents a parameter of the controller).
That change causes a new message to be sent from the Rabbitmq FMU to the controller, which in turn updates the
parameter. The RabbitMQ FMU is not constantly sending messages to the controller. It only sends a message when one
of its inputs has changed more than a configured threshold. This is effectively converting the continuous signals of the
co-simulation into quantized signals.50 Other FMU blocks, such as the Unity FMU, which displays a 3D animation of the
incubator, such as shown in Figure 11 or the KalmanFilter FMU, which implements a state estimator of the system, can
be easily integrated to the system thanks to the FMI standard.

The reader is encouraged to visit the available demo online.‡‡ §§

3.6 Comparison to the incubator digital twin

To further analyze the selected five frameworks for the case study approach, we compare each of the implementations with
the Incubator DT,24,51 which is available at https://github.com/INTO-CPS-Association/example_digital-twin_incubator.

‡‡https://sites.google.com/view/fm2021tutorialdt/home.
§§https://github.com/INTO-CPS-Association/fm_dt_tutorial_2021.
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F I G U R E 11 Demo of the incubator case study using INTO-CPS co-simulation framework FMI based toolbox.

This DT is designed in such a way that all the models, tools, and services are specifically focused on the incubator case
study using a service-oriented architecture.

To do so, we first describe the services that are integrated into the incubator DT, and then, we compare which of the
services are fulfilled by the five candidates based on our experience.

The incubator DT services can be summarized as follows:

1. Real-time mock-up (S1): This service implements a real-time plant simulation mock-up that represents the active
PE.

2. Real-time visualization (S2): This service provides a graphical interface for the user to understand the current state
at a glance.

3. Plant Kalman filter (S3): This service runs a Kalman filter to estimate the full state of the incubator system to be
used in anomaly detection.

4. What-if simulation (S4): This service runs simulations based on historical data with different conditions for the plant
and controller models.

5. Physical controller (S5): This service implements the controller of the incubator.
6. Anomaly detector (S6): This service periodically monitors the incubator DT and alerts in case of any anomaly.
7. Self-adaptation manager (S7): This service implements a self-adaptation process that checks whether the charac-

teristics of the system have changed and triggers a re-calibration of the models and the controller.

Table 4 provides an analysis of the capabilities of the candidates, which were selected for the case study implementa-
tion, based on the services (Sx) to be provided by the ideal Incubator DT. Since most of the services are simulation-driven,
namely, integration of the plant simulation, the Kalman filter for state estimation, what-if analysis, and monitoring and
action based on deviations of the PE compared to the DT models, the framework implementation that better suits this case
study is the INTO-CPS co-simulation framework. However, it is worth highlighting the advantages of the other framework
implementations, such as the easy PE-to-DT interfacing with SAP I4.0 AAS, Eclipse BaSyx, and Eclipse Ditto, including
its capability to embed the physical controller behavior; and the visualization and physics/geometry capabilities of iTwin,
which are highly relevant for DT engineering. It is also worth mentioning that although the INTO-CPS co-simulation
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T A B L E 4 Qualitative analysis of the capabilities of the selected frameworks based on the incubator DT services (●= Well-covered,
◐ = Moderately-covered, ○= Poorly- or non-covered).

Framework
implementation S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Advantages Limitations

SAP I4.0 AAS ◐ ○ ○ ○ ● ◐ ○ It provides a dockerized DT where it
is possible to create some rules
and store the state of and interact
with the DT and PE

No integration of simulations or
behavioral models

Eclipse BaSyx ◐ ○ ○ ○ ● ◐ ○ It is possible to use the SDK to add
some programmatic features for
the DT. It is possible store the
state of and interact with the DT
and PE easily

The integration of simulations or
behavioral models needs to be
done externally or
programmatically and may not
be trivial

Eclipse Ditto ◐ ○ ○ ○ ● ◐ ○ It is possible to use the SDK to add
some programmatic features for
the DT. It is possible store the
state of and interact with the DT
and PE easily

The integration of simulations or
behavioral models needs to be
done externally or
programmatically and may not
be trivial

iTwin ◐ ● ○ ◐ ○ ◐ ○ Easy integration of visualization and
physics/geometry behind the
models

The PE-to-DT interfacing may
not be trivial. Some services
may require external
integrations and deal with the
constraints of this framework
due to its category

INTO-CPS ◐ ◐ ● ● ◐ ◐ ◐ It is highly modular thanks to the
FMI standard. Most of the
services can be provided by
orchestrating specific FMUs

The PE-to-DT interfacing may
not be trivial and some FMUs
need to be designed for the
particular application

framework perfomed the better, it has some difficulties when interfacing the PE to the DT bi-directionally, and that some
of the FMUs that are used, need to be tailored to the case study, which may reduce their reusability and generality.

4 DISCUSSION

Throughout the development of this bottom-up survey a number of advantages, disadvantages, challenges, and opportu-
nities were identified in relation to open-source technologies for DTs. First, it is important to mention that open-source
tools can have problems regarding long-term support, number of releases, superfluous functionalities, and performance.
Compared to other commercial solutions, they might not be as promising or stable, but they are open for modifications,
customizations, and research purposes. It can also be the case that there is no commercial solution of a new technol-
ogy before several minor releases of open-source contributions become available. Open-source contributions can be high
quality when backed-up with lifetime storage and policies to ensure the long-term support; some renowned foundations,
such as the Eclipse Foundation, Apache, or the Linux Foundation, offer the warranties to deal with this matter.

It it also worth mentioning that the explored frameworks offer different features and functionalities for different indus-
trial domains, therefore, choosing the right one according to specific requirements is key to successful adoption of DTs.
In our case, the incubator case study fitted in five out of the 14 frameworks, where the implementations took place. Cer-
tainly, the solutions can be complementary, and so, they can be combined for particular situations if needed. External
tools that are available for DTs or IoT also have room for being combined with these frameworks.

4.1 Main advantages and limitations

Across the exploration of the different frameworks, it is possible to highlight some of the following advantages:
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1. Ditto offers a well-defined metastructure for IoT and Web of Things applications with a robust communication
infrastructure and integrability.

2. Equinox offers a specialized set of tools for aeronautics and aerospace engineering.
3. AAS implementations offer a well-defined metastructure for industrial automation applications with a wide range of

interoperable tools and is aligned with several standards at the industrial level.
4. CPS-Twinning offers the inclusion of AutomationML for DTs in simulated networks and is intended to cover physical

simulations in its second version.
5. Twined and DTDL offer a common schema for defining DT structures and have potential subsequent use with

commercial solutions.
6. iTwin.js offers an all-in graphical package for 3D visualizations of DTs or DSs that is mainly used for infrastructure

applications but can be extended to other domains if required.
7. DTCC and Terria JS are both foundation geospatial data frameworks that can be used for DT application considering

the location and the integration with several layers on maps.
8. INTO-CPS offers a different set of tools for co-simulation that can be extended to DT application with certain

requirements, but it has an advantage in what refers to high-fidelity modeling and integration with FMU blocks.

As the frameworks have some advantages with respect to some features, they also have some drawbacks, which are
mainly categorized as lack of documentation, lack of examples (or the provided examples are too simplistic), lack of
public case studies, lack of long-term support, complexity, lack of extensibility to other domains, and lack of openness
for integration with other tools. The limitations are worse for some of the tools than the others, something that can be
represented by the Reproducibility field of Table 3.

4.2 Capabilities regarding built-in simulations and data analytics

As DT frameworks, it is expected that these can provide additional insights when a DT is up and running. Unfortunately,
the current advances of built-in simulations and data analytics are at a minimum level of development. APIs are so far,
the common analytics method for most of the frameworks, where the user can access the data and perform specific hard
analytic tasks. As it can be seen in Table 2, the support for analytics in open-source frameworks is basic. At maximum, a
level 2, meaning integrated dashboards or basic analytic tasks are provided. There is a challenge and opportunity regarding
the creation of out-of-the-box integrated analytics for DTs in DT frameworks.

DT frameworks that provide a metastructure for defining the twins lead the way on this matter, since it is possible to
generate automated inferences and reasoning based on a common reusable structure that even a machine knows what
that stands for.

The same applies for built-in simulations because it is expected that a DT runs along with models and simulations,
but most of the explored frameworks do not have a simulation engine to run the models. In this case, a tool that is able to
run simulations, such as INTO-CPS, TerriaJS, and DTCC, leads the way. For some other cases, it is possible to integrate
the DT framework with external simulation engines, but this is not out-of-the-box and requires manual setup.

Alternatives for bridging the gap between structured data DT frameworks and Co-simulation and Model-based DT
frameworks need to be approached, such as for example, the one presented in Reference 52 to integrate FMI-based
simulations into DT platforms.

The frameworks based on the AAS specification, provide a meta data structure and semantics for managing assets.
The recommendations given in the documentation40 does however not provide a concise way to model different data
sources. A submodel element represents an attribute, but one may wish to have an initial value, an operational value, but
also an estimated value and maybe more, but AAS does not specify how to manage this, and it will thus be difficult to
derive knowlegde across a system of assets from different providers.

4.3 From theory to practice

An important aspect to be analyzed when discussing the theory-to-practice transition of DTs is the orchestration of ser-
vices.51 DTs usually need the orchestration of multiple components, including models, enablers, and usages, that is, the
DT constellation. A DT constellation can be difficult to set up from scratch, especially when the DTs are designed via
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composition to enable reusability. In this sense, methods and tools from model-driven engineering may be adopted to
drive the generation of system descriptions and DevOps tools can benefit the continuous evolvement, integration, and
deployment of DTs.53

Another relevant matter is that some DT frameworks (and DT implementations) focus mainly on fulfilling the require-
ment for bi-directional communication. This is especially evident for the DT frameworks that are built on top of IoT
frameworks, that is, the Structured data DT frameworks, with some additional extensions to include data models and the
actual bi-directional communication. However, if a DT is intended to have a usage, that is, business goal,54 the DT needs
to be backed-up by simulation models, inference and reasoning mechanisms, and data analysis. Therefore, incorporating
these kinds of modules is essential for a DT to fulfill its purpose.

And the other way around, the DT is not only about heavy computations either. The DT should contain the right
models for a particular scope and goal.54,55 Even if multiplicity of DTs is a controversial topic,34 the coexistence can lead
to a more seamlessly development with specialized views of different parts of a system. Multiple DTs featuring the same
PE can be used for internal comparison and testbeds of multiple what-if scenarios.56

On the same agenda, DTs are supposed to fulfill a particular business goal, which is then derived into usages and
services, like optimization, task allocation, monitoring, and so forth. These usages may imply either indirect or direct
or both actions of the DT on the PE, which is another controversial topic.34 Nevertheless, these usages are not easy to
implement at all, and are usually designed and developed specifically for a particular DT-to-PE pair. However, the ideal
scenario is that these usages are leveraged from modules, which need to be easily parameretized for multiple, if not any,
DT-to-PE pairs. This idea goes in connection with using model-driven and DevOps mechanisms to configure and deploy
DTs.

Finally, using composable DTs enhances the reusability of components.34 Therefore, approaching the DT engineering
process using composable DTs is recommended, which also provides more flexibility to set up large DT systems.57

4.4 Open-source versus commercial initiatives

Throughout this survey we could identify some advantages and disadvantages of selecting open-source software for DT
applications, and it is a relevant point to discuss. This is a decision that has to be taken according to project requirements,
budget, and scope. Naturally, commercial software offers more stability and support than open-source software, but gen-
erally, they also create some dependencies between manufacturers that can affect negatively the projects at the mid- or
long-term. However, they offer out-of-the-box functionalities and modules that, perhaps, open-source software does not,
and so, could be more useful for quick starts and stability of the project during the different phases. Commercial software
is also often backed-up with better support, which can be useful when dealing with the software. On the other hand,
the open-source software offers more flexibility at the expense of less stability and support. It breaks the barriers of hav-
ing low budget for SMEs and start-ups. It could also take more time and can be difficult to handle for the first phases of
projects. In the mid- or long-term, they can be easily modified in case of changes or adapted to new requirements with
less troubles than commercial software. Finally, if the open-source software is designed based on standards it offers more
reliability for the long-term, since commercial software can take even more time to be settled in the market.

4.5 Limitations of the study

This study had known limitations that are worth mentioning and can work as a reference for future works in this kind of
surveys on DT frameworks.

1. First, this survey was limited to analyze only open-source software, so we did not consider commercial software or
commercial extensions of the explored DT frameworks. This is a limitation with respect to potential available solutions
in the market. This can also be considered an opportunity for SMEs to identify and use potential DT tools and get on
board in the DT community with a low budget.

2. Second, this kind of survey is useful for a few years, because tools are a moving target, especially, because are associated
to software systems. Therefore, this survey can become obsolete when new tools or even new features are released.

3. Third, few tools were analyzed in this survey, so it does not cover a wide spectrum of available DT frameworks and
tools in the current market. It was mainly because of the limitation of surveying only open-source software that allows
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creating DTs upon a common framework and not a collection of individual tools. However, there are other available
tools that can be found on the web and can be used for several specific functionalities in DT applications.

4. Fourth, some of the analyses in this survey were made from the authors’ perspective, which may lead to potential bias.

We acknowledge that there are other DT tools and frameworks, including commercial and open-source, which
are worth exploring. Some of the other relevant complementary open-source tools retrieved along the search but
not explored include Fiware (https://www.fiware.org/), IoTivity (https://iotivity.org/), EdgeX Foundry (https://www.
edgexfoundry.org/), Node-RED (https://nodered.org/), InfluxDB (https://www.influxdata.com/get-influxdb/), Grafana
(https://grafana.com/), Apache Kafka (https://kafka.apache.org/), Eclipse Vorto (https://eclipse.dev/vorto/), and Eclipse
Hono (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/iot.hono). Some of the complementary commercial tools include Gen-
eral Electric’s Digital Twin Framework (https://www.ge.com/research/project/digital-twin-framework), Azure Digital
Twins (https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/digital-twins/), Ansys Twin Builder (https://www.ansys.com/products/
digital-twin/ansys-twin-builder), and Unity Digital Twins (https://unity.com/solutions/digital-twins). The reader is
encouraged to further explore and use these tools for DT engineering.

5 RELATED WORK

There are some previous works that have worked on the analysis of tools for DTs. Qi et al.58 discuss and analyze several
different DT technologies and tools from different perspectives, including connectivity, modeling, data management, and
interfacing with the physical world. They cover a wide range of tools that can be used for DT applications with a certain
degree of coding or hand work. This survey does not distinguish the tools between commercial or open-source solutions.
Another systematic review is presented by Tao et al.,49 where six modeling aspects and their corresponding enabling
technologies and tools are analyzed.

Lehner et al.46 analyze three different DT platforms, namely, Microsoft Azure Digital Twins, Amazon Web Services
IoT Greengrass, and Eclipse Hono + Vorto + Ditto. This survey analyzes the platforms in 10 different dimensions each
one with a requirement. Two thirds of the frameworks are commercial solutions.

Liu et al.28 analyze DTs regarding concepts, frameworks, applications, and technologies. This review provides
insights regarding key technologies for DT in the dimensions of data representation, modeling, and environments to run
simulations for DT applications.

Pribiš et al.59 analyze different implementations of AAS and provide a new one for embedded systems running on
ARM-based microcontrollers.

Picone et al.60 develop WLDT, a Java library that acts as a middleware for agent-based DT applications in the scope
of IoT, and compare their tool with Eclipse Ditto regarding the overhead delay performance. They also provide some
implementations with their tool in public case studies and show the integration with different communication protocols
and external tools.

Autiosalo et al.47 summarize some open-source implementations for DT applications at the metadata level and pro-
pose an open-source web server implementation to store, manage, and distribute DT documents based on a git-based
architecture for DTs.

The surveyed tools have been used in different DT setups in the literature, including iTwin in Reference 61, Eclipse
BaSyx in Reference 62, Eclipse Ditto in References 63,64, TerriaJS in Reference 65, DTCC in Reference 66, and DTDL in
Reference 67. A DT for a similar case study, a thermal chamber, was created under a framework for DTs with open-source
tools, where Eclipse Ditto was used as the interface between PE and PT.68 The other open-source software tools used for
this case study are FreeCAD for the CAD modeling, OpenFOAM and SimFlow for the simulation of fluid dynamics, and
ParaView for visualization.

While the above cited surveys have a broader focus on technologies and tools than the surveys cited in the intro-
duction, none of the above compares multiple DT frameworks under the same case study. This survey considers tools
for different domains and industries that are available on the web and implements a basic case study with some of the
explored ones. The tools are analyzed and categorized in 10 different dimensions that can be relevant and of interest for
distinct audiences. It also shows potential benefits of each of the explored tools according to requirements and scope of
the applications.

Table 5 provides a summary of the main similarities and differences of the complementary studies identified as related
work.
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T A B L E 5 Summary of selected literature review on DT frameworks.

Approach Emphasis Similarities Differences

Qi et al. 58 Technologies and tools
for DTs

Covers aspects in relation to
interfacing with the physical
world, behavioral modeling,
simulation, data analytics, and
integrated DT services

The review of tools and technologies is
descriptive. Many of the listed tools are
commercial. The analyzed tools are part of
the DT constellation of enablers, rather
than actual DT frameworks

Lehner et al. 46 DT Platforms Some of the analyzed dimensions
are the same or similar. Eclipse
Ditto is also surveyed. The
requirements are leveraged from
a case study approach

The review focuses on IoT-based DT
frameworks. No analysis in terms of
simulation and data analytics

Liu et al. 28 Theoretical aspects of
DTs

Reviews key technologies in
relation to data, modeling, and
simulation

Technologies, tools, and methods are mixed.
No particular framework is further
studied. The review and categorization of
technologies is descriptive

Pribiš et al. 59 Asset Administration
Shell tools

Analyzes four of the AAS
frameworks, AASX, Eclipse
BaSyx, SAP I4.0 AAS, and
NOVAAS. It also covers the
aspects for interoperability and
storage

Focuses only on AAS frameworks and is
limited to APIs, infrastructure, and
integration with OPC UA at the practical
level

Autiosalo et al. 47 DT implementations at
the meta-data level

Discusses and analyzes the
frameworks DTDL and AAS

Is limited to meta-data DT solutions

Shah et al. 68 A DT framework based
on open-source
software tools

Uses a case study approach and
analyzes complementary tools
for DTs including simulation
modeling. Uses Eclipse Ditto as
the interface between PE and DT

Does not analyze other tools or frameworks
for the orchestration of DTs

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper analyzed a special niche of DTs regarding open-source framework for the creation of generic and extensible
solutions for DT applications in multiple domains. It assessed different aspects that are aligned with consensual crite-
ria in the field of DTs and went deeper to explore functionalities, practicalities, and capabilities of some of the tools. It
analyzed, categorized, and discussed the information and the theory-to-practice transition with the purpose of enabling
practitioners to quickly get started with some of the open-source DT frameworks that are available. It also enables the
reader to decide which tool fits a specific application the best based on domain, requirements, and scope.

During the execution of this bottom-up survey, some of the found gaps were regarding the expected features that a DT
should contain and what a DT framework should provide, including: (1) limitations of integrated high-fidelity models,
simulation, and data analytics at the generic scale; (2) lack of documentation, examples, tutorials, and community support
that allow new users to get used to a new environment and to create advanced DTs in complex scenarios, and not just
simplistic demos; and (3) limited coverage of common features for DTs, expressed as strengths in some areas, that can be,
for example, communication and data modeling, but as weaknesses in other areas, such as high-fidelity physical modeling
and simulations.

It is worth highlighting that the Support for Analytics criterion has room for improvement in terms of out-of-the-box
features. These features can be interpreted as DT services, for example, a DT service for built-in analytics, which are
expected to be provided in DT applications, and can be either generated at the application level or at the framework
level as standard software packages or modules. In general, there is room for research in built-in DT services both at the
application level and at the framework level and it should be studied in depth in future work.

The findings of this survey led the authors to propose yet another framework for DT engineering within the
DT-as-a-Service (DTaaS) concept, presented by Talasila et al.69 as a DTaaS platform. This framework is still under
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development and a future work in relation to DT frameworks with built-in DT services for simulation and reusable
modules.

Some of the limitations of this research that were identified include the boundary to survey only open-source DT
frameworks of an indeed fast-moving field. The number of tools was also low, so there is room for a newer similar survey
when the technology market of DTs has expanded enough. There is also room for contributions on DT safety and security
aspects from the software framework perspective. Finally, there is a need for research into how automated reasoning
and analytics can be configured and managed at the generic level for DT frameworks, that at the moment are hardly
implemented.

Some frameworks, such as the AAS-based, support meta data structures that in principle can enable this kind of
reasoning, but semantics and methods are in no way standardized. For instance, the meta structure supports assets, sub-
models and submodel elements, which can be nested, but there is no guidance of how to structure and deal with this; for
instance, when there is static, live, and simulated data. Security aspects, both at the cybersecurity and safety level, are also
interesting to be researched in future work. This is relevant since the DTs are in direct contact with the machinery and
security is a criterion covered by the ISO 23247:2021 standard, but it is not fully considered by open-source frameworks
as a main component.
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